In silico investigations of possible routes of assembly of ORF 3a from SARS-CoV.
ORF 3a of human severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus (SARS-CoV) has been identified as a 274 amino acid membrane protein. When expressed in Xenopus oocytes the protein forms channels. Based on bioinformatics approaches the topology has been identified to include three transmembrane domains (TMDs). Since structural models from experiments are still lacking, computational methods can be challenged to generate such models. In this study, a 'sequential approach' for the assembly is proposed in which the individual TMDs are assembled one by one. This protocol is compared with a concerted protocol in which all TMDs are assembled simultaneously. The role of the loops between the TMDs during assembly of the monomers into a bundle is investigated. Molecular dynamics simulations for 20 ns are performed as a short equilibration to assess the bundle stability in a lipid environment. The results suggest that bundles are likely with the second TMD facing the putative pore. All the putative bundles show water molecules trapped within the lumen of the pore with only occasional events of complete crossing.